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Q. Please state your name and business address.1
2

A. My name is Robert F. Koch and my business address is 527 East Capitol3

Avenue, P. O. Box 19280, Springfield, Illinois 62794-9280.4

5

Q. By whom are you employed and in what capacity?6
7

A. I am employed by the Illinois Commerce Commission (“Commission”) as8

an Economic Analyst in the Rates Section of the Telecommunications9

Division.10

11
Q. Please Describe your educational and occupational background.12

13
A. I received a Bachelor of Science degree in Mathematics and Economics14

from Illinois State University in 1992.  In May of 1997 I received a Master15

of Science degree in Economics from Illinois State University.  During the16

Summer of 1996, I worked as an intern with Telecommunications Rates17

Section of the Public Utilities Division with the Commission.  Upon18

graduation, I accepted a position with the Commission as an Economic19

Analyst in the Rates Section of the Telecommunications Division.20

21
Q. Please briefly describe your work duties with the Illinois Commerce22

Commission.23
24

A. My responsibilities include reviewing wholesale and retail tariff filings of25

both competitive and non-competitive telecommunications services,26

providing support to other Commission Staff, and analyzing cost study27

issues in docketed cases that have cost of service and rate implications.  I28
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am also responsible for reviewing the managerial, technical, and financial29

capabilities of companies seeking approval to do business in Illinois as30

competitive local exchange carriers.31

32
Q Have you previously testified before the Commission?33

34
A. Yes.  I have provided expert witness testimony in I.C.C. Docket 96-050335

(GTE wholesale rate docket); I.C.C. Docket 97-0601/0602/0536 (access36

charge reform, etc..); I.C.C. Docket 97-0633 (interim local number37

portability cost recovery); I.C.C. Docket 98-0200/0537 (complaint38

investigating GTE Usage Sensitive Service rates); I.C.C. Docket 99-39

0038/0039 (access charge refunds for IXC’s); I.C.C. Docket 99-018540

(Ameritech alternative regulation annual filing); I.C.C. Docket 99-041241

(Geneseo EAS petition); I.C.C. Docket 99-0544 (ATS Services42

certification case); and I.C.C. Docket 00-0043 (Cub complaint of43

Ameritech usage plans).44

45

Purpose of this Testimony46

Q. What is the purpose of your Direct Testimony?47

48
A. This testimony addresses several aspects of the petition filed by the joint49

applicants, Citizens Telecommunications Company of Illinois (“CTC”),50

GTE North Incorporated (“GTE North”), and GTE South Incorporated51

(“GTE South”).  I will show that CTC has satisfied the requirements of the52
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Illinois Public Utilities Act (“PUA”) in regards to its application for53

certification as a telecommunications provider under Sections 13-403, 13-54

404, and 13-405.  I will discuss specific concerns that I have in regards to55

the purchase of assets and what steps can be taken to mitigate these56

concerns.  Finally, I will address the application by CTC for designation57

as an Eligible Telecommunications Carrier (“ETC”) for the exchanges58

being acquired from the two GTE companies.59

60

CTC’s certification application61

Q. What statutes does Staff follow when reviewing certification cases?62

A. This depends on what type of service a company seeks authority to63

provide.  Section 13-403 of the Illinois Public Utilities Act (“PUA”) pertains64

to facilities-based interexchange service authority, Section 13-404 of the65

PUA pertains to the resale of either local exchange or interexchange66

telecommunications service, and Section 13-405 of the PUA pertains to67

local exchange service authority.  Each of these three sections requires a68

company seeking a certificate to demonstrate that it “possesses sufficient69

technical, financial, and managerial resources and abilities” to provide the70

service it has applied for a Certificate of Authority to provide (see71

Sections 13-403, 13-404, and 13-405 of the PUA).72

73
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Q. What must an Applicant generally provide to Staff to demonstrate74

that it possesses sufficient technical, financial, and managerial75

resources and abilities to provide the service(s) for which it seeks76

certification?77

A. Applicants must provide information to assigned Staff members in the78

Telecommunications Division as well as the Consumer Services Division.79

Cindy Jackson addresses the requirements of the Consumer Services80

Division in Staff Exhibit 2.0.  I will address the requirements of the81

Telecommunications Division.82

83

As an initial matter, the information required of  an Applicant depends on84

what type of service(s) it is applying to provide.  For example, an85

Applicant applying for pure resale of telecommunications services would86

not require as great a degree of financial and technical resources and87

abilities as an Applicant applying for a Certificate to provide facilities-88

based service.  Nevertheless, the general managerial, financial, and89

technical requirements are described below:90

91

Managerial   92

Many factors affect whether or not the Applicant possesses sufficient93

managerial resources and abilities.  First, the company must provide94

management biographical information or resumes showing that managers95
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of the company have managerial experience in the telecommunications96

industry.  Additionally, the Applicant must display its managerial97

competence by providing a complete and correct record on which Staff98

can provide a recommendation to the Commission.  This includes the99

Applicant submitting an accurate and complete application, showing that it100

possesses basic financial management skills (i.e., submitting a balance101

sheet that balances assets against liabilities and stockholders’ equity),102

providing Articles of Incorporation, a Certificate of Authority to Transact103

Business in the State of Illinois, and providing testimony of a key member104

of management to support the application.  Although this is not an105

inclusive list, this description illustrates the basic review process to106

determine if the Applicant possesses the required managerial abilities and107

resources.108

109

Financial110

To display that it possess sufficient financial resources and abilities, an111

Applicant must provide an accurate balance sheet and income statement112

which reflects sufficient cash to transact business and provide service for113

90 days (according to the Applicant’s business plan), and a positive net114

worth.  In the case of start-up companies (i.e. companies which have115

never conducted business prior to seeking certification in Illinois), a pro-116

forma balance sheet and income statement, along with a business plan,117
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can be substituted for the above information.  In some instances, funding118

can be provided by an outside source (i.e., parent company), assuming119

that the outside source can demonstrate that it has financing to provide to120

the Applicant (i.e., financial statements of the outside source) and also121

provides the necessary commitment to supply those funds (i.e., letter of122

guaranty).123

124

Technical125

To demonstrate that it possesses sufficient technical resources and126

abilities to provide the service it seeks to provide, an Applicant must127

provide biographical information or resumes of company employees who128

have sufficient experience with telecommunications networks and129

hardware (i.e., telecommunications switches).  The company must also130

agree to provide technical support to its customers twenty-four hours a131

day, seven days a week.  These requirements generally apply to132

Applicants for Certificates of Authority to provide facilities-based133

telecommunications service, since resellers utilize the facilities of the134

incumbent local exchange carrier (“ILEC”) and can contract with the ILEC135

for technical support.136

137

Q. Has CTC satisfied the above mentioned requirements?138
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A. In my opinion , CTC has shown that it possesses the necessary139

managerial, technical, and financial qualification to operate as a140

telecommunications carrier under.  Cindy Jackson of the Consumer141

Services Division also addresses these issues  in her testimony in this142

docket.143

144

Q. On what basis do you make your determination of CTC’s145

qualification?146

A. CTC has submitted several documents that show  it has the necessary147

qualifications to operate under the authority it has requested.  In response148

to Data Request RFK-1 (Attachment 1) of this docket, CTC has provided149

the necessary application required of all carriers seeking authority under150

Sections 13-403, 13-404, and 13-405 of the PUA.  This application has151

been reviewed and was found to be complete.  I have no issues regarding152

this application.  In addition, CTC has provided testimony in this docket153

which adequately demonstrates its qualifications.  As a subsidiary of an154

established facilities based local and interexchange carrier, CTC has a155

wealth of experience and resources available to operate under its156

requested authority.157

158

Q. Since you feel that CTC has the necessary financial qualifications to159

operate as a telecommunications carrier in Illinois, does that imply160
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that you approve of the purchase and sales agreement submitted by161

the applicants?162

A. No, my analysis of the financial condition of CTC is restricted to its ability163

to operate as a telecommunications carrier in Illinois.  The determination164

of whether this financial transaction is in the public interest has been left165

to other Staff witnesses.166

167

ETC Designation168

Q. Has CTC applied for designation as an ETC in this docket?169

A.  Yes.  CTC requested such designation on page 2 of the Verified Joint170

Petition of the applicants.  Further, CTC witness F. Wayne Lafferty171

discusses the need for ETC designation on page 13 of his testimony,172

Exhibit 2.00.173

174

Q. Has CTC provided the necessary information required to grant ETC175

status?176

A.  At this point, CTC has not provided Staff with the necessary information177

required to recommend designation as an ETC.  There is an outstanding178

set of data requests, RFK 20-29, that seek the additional information179

required for this designation.  I believe these requests will be responded180

to in sufficient time for Staff to make a determination and recommendation181
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in its rebuttal testimony.  The Company may also wish to provide this182

information in its rebuttal testimony.183

184

Other regulatory issues185

Q. Should CTC be considered a small telecommunications carrier in186

Illinois with respect to cost of service rules in the PUA, 83 Illinois187

Administrative Code, and various Commission Orders, both past and188

present?189

A. No.  It has been the practice of the Commission to only consider190

telecommunications carriers with under 35,000 total lines as  small191

carriers in Illinois.  This is consistent with Section 13-504 of the PUA and192

other Orders approving the purchase and sale of non-rural local193

exchange carriers in Illinois, such as the Order in I.C.C. Docket 98-0321194

approving the purchase by Gallatin River Communications L.L.C. from195

Central Telephone Company of Illinois.196

197

Q. Are there problems involved with classifying CTC as a small carrier198

in Illinois?199

A. Yes.  As a small carrier, CTC would be exempt from the regulatory200

requirements imposed on similarly sized carriers.  In my opinion, it would201

be discriminatory to designate CTC as a small carrier in Illinois.  If such a202

designation were made, the Commission’s ability to review tariffs would203
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also be restricted because the Company would not be subject to Code204

Parts 791 and  792 of the Commission’s Rules.205

206

Q. Do you have concerns regarding the earnings of the newly formed207

CTC?208

A. Yes.  The entity which will be formed as a result of this purchase and sale209

of assets will consist of a set of exchanges in which the Commission will210

have no information regarding earnings or revenue on a stand alone211

basis.  The Company has not provided any projected earnings or212

revenues for these exchanges in Illinois nor is there any available data213

regarding current earnings for these exchanges.  If the transaction is214

approved and the Company feels its earnings are not sufficient in Illinois,215

it need only petition the Commission for relief.  However, in order for the216

Commission to monitor the earnings of the Company, data is needed to217

determine the effect on rate payers.218

219

Q. Have you requested information regarding the earnings of the220

Company?221

A. Yes.  Data Request RFK-13 requests the following schedules be provided222

upon completion of the Company’s first full calendar year of operations:223

a)  Revenue and Financial summaries (A Schedules) per 83 Illinois224

Administrative Code Part 285.1000-.1015;225
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b)  Rate Base (B Schedules) per 83 Illinois Administrative Code Part226

285.2000-.2125;227

c)  Operating Income (C Schedules) per 83 Illinois Administrative Code228

Part 285.3000-.3130;229

d)  Rate of Return (D Schedules) per 83 Illinois Administrative Code Part230

285.4000-.4025; and231

e)  Supplemental Filing Requirements (S Schedules) per 83 Illinois232

Administrative Code Part 285.205-.210.233

234

Q. What was CTC’s response to Data Request RFK-13?235

A. CTC believes this request is equivalent to a rate case filing following one236

year of operation and suggests that any such filing only be made237

following the second year of operation.  The Company states that the first238

year of operations will reflect many one-time costs associated with the239

change in ownership and that the second year will more be more240

reflective of ongoing operations.241

242

Q. In light of the response to Data Request RFK-13, do you feel it would243

be more appropriate to postpone the receipt of this informational244

earnings report until  after the second full year of operations?245

A. No, I still believe that it is imperative that this report be received following246

the first year of operations.  There are several reasons for this.  First, the247
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requested  report is not the equivalent of a rate case.  This report would248

not require pre-filed testimony, notice, and hearing costs associated with249

a rate case.  Second, if the information contained in the report suggests250

that a rate case is warranted, waiting the additional year would cause251

consumers to suffer undue harm for a whole year.  Third, any one-time252

costs associated with the change of ownership are not an issue.  These253

costs will be taken into consideration in the informational filing.  Fourth,254

the sooner this earnings information is provided to the Commission, the255

sooner  the Commission would be able to determine the financial position256

of the Company.  As was mentioned above, there simply is no information257

available regarding this entity.  Fifth, this is consistent with previous258

Commission Orders regarding similar acquisitions.  The Order in 98-0321259

required Gallatin River to provide a similar informational earnings report260

after one year of operations.261

262

Q. Are there concerns regarding the cost of services for this new263

entity?264

A. Yes.  As a large local exchange carrier, CTC will be required to comply265

with the Commission’s cost of services rules contained in 83 Illinois266

Administrative Code Part 791 and the imputation requirements contained267

in 83 Illinois Administrative Code Part 792.  The Company has stated that268

it will rely on the LRSIC studies of GTE North and GTE South until such269
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time as their own studies can be completed.  I believe this is appropriate.270

I also believe that CTC should file its own LRSIC studies and imputation271

tests as soon as possible after completion of the sale.272

273

Q. Have you requested that the Company provide LRSIC studies and274

imputation tests?275

A. Yes.  In Data Request RFK-12, I request that the Company provide this276

information within one full year of operation.  The Company responded by277

stating that it would provided such information when necessary, but that278

any results provided within one year would be preliminary and of limited279

usefulness.  The Company also notes that such studies require a large280

dedication of resources.  Taking these arguments into consideration, I281

would recommend that the Company be required to file LRSIC studies282

and imputation tests for all applicable services within 18 months of the283

completion of the acquisition.  I feel that this will allow the Company to284

receive a full year of data and 6 months to prepare the information.285

286

Q. Please summarize the conditions that you are requesting for the287

approval of this petition?288

A. As this testimony has illustrated, Staff does have concerns regarding this289

petition.  In order to receive a recommendation for the approval of this290

petition, the following conditions would need to be met:291
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• CTC files with the Commission an informal, undocketed,292

informational earnings report coverings its first full calendar year of293

operations and containing the following schedules with a copy of294

all supporting workpapers:295

i) Revenue and Financial summaries (A Schedules) per 83296

Illinois Administrative Code Part 285.1000-.1015;297

ii) Rate Base (B Schedules) per 83 Illinois Administrative Code298

Part 285.2000-.2125;299

iii) Operating Income (C Schedules) per 83 Illinois300

Administrative Code Part 285.3000-.3130;301

iv) Rate of Return (D Schedules) per 83 Illinois Administrative302

Code Part 285.4000-.4025; and303

v) Supplemental Filing Requirements (S Schedules) per 83304

Illinois Administrative Code Part 285.205-.210.305

• CTC provides to Staff long run service incremental  cost studies,306

and imputation and aggregate revenue tests, for all applicable307

services within 18 months of the close of the acquisition.308

• CTC provides to Staff a cost allocation manual within 18 months of309

the close of the acquisition for its review.310

311

312

Q. Does this conclude your testimony?313
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A. Yes.314


